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It started with a coin. Than the token, Stablecoins and now NFTs.

Blockchain
Bitcoins opened the way 
to Blockchain Technology. 
Many new Blockchains 
followed like Ethereum.

COIN TOKEN

The possibility to create 
Smart-Contracts gains 
the creation of many new 
Tokens and Projects.

Token

STABLE
COIN

Stablecoin
Mirrors a single fiat or 
crypto currency asset 
in a token.

NFT

The NFT hype also 
peaked and doesn't seem 
to stop, many companies 
have taken part of the 
Non-Fungible Token 
trend. 

NFT

EVOLUTION OF
COIN STANDARDS



BE PRE-
PARED
FOR AIT

MULTI-ASSET 
TOKEN

AIT will open a huge number 
of possibilities to create asset 
combined and price reflected 

AIT tokens.



?
WHAT IS THE 
CHALLENGE?
In real life and also in the crypto space someone 
or somebody owns multiple assets with di�er-
ent values. Also to connect the real life assets 
like real estate, precious metals, cars or whatever 
comes to mind to the crypto space using block-
chain technology is not simple.

Actually there is no easy way to use a solution 
that allows everybody who has the need to 
bound values and mirror that in a connected 
token.
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Batchr introduces the Asset Influenced 
Token Standard (AIT) alongside the 
Batchr Asset Manager (BAM).

AIT is the evolutionary consequence of 
todays needs in the blockchain and DeFi 
community. 

Contrary to stable coins, it will allow to 
mirror the value of multiple assets of vari-
ous classes in an exchange tradable token.

THE 
SOLUTION

BAM



Batch many asset classes

Compatible with exchanges

Dynamic value calculation

Asset Management

NFT inherited interface

Hybrid-Blockchain

CORE 
FEATURES

Tradable Asset

Multi Asset (MA)

Dynamic Price 
and Value



HYBRID-
BLOCKCHAIN 
COMPATIBLE



MANY
USE 
CASES Batch my crypto and 

NFTs as one token

Get money by lending my 
assets

Create my own DeFi fund

Batch my real estate and 
products

Trade one token for all 
assets
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